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Suprasetter A52/A74
Compact Platesetters for Cost-effective Gateway 
to Thermal Technology

Construction External drum platesetter for thermal printing plates

Plate handling Manual, semi-automatic, fully automatic 

Dimensions (W x D x H) A52/A74 Manual: 1.550 x 1.218 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 47.95 x 53.15 in)
A52/A74 Semi-automatic: 1.550 x 1.871 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 73.66 x 53.15 in)
A52/A74 Fully automatic: 1.550 x 2.371 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 93.34 x 53.15 in)

Weight A52/A74: 800 kg (1,452 lbs), A52/A74 Automation 860 kg (1,760 lbs)

Plate type  Thermal aluminum printing plates with a sensitivity of 830 nm 

Plate format A52: A74:
Min. (H x W) 240 x 240 mm (9.45 x 9.45 in)* 240 x 240 mm (9.45 x 9.45 in)* 
Max. (H x W) 670 x 525 mm (26.38 x 20.67 in) 670 x 750 mm (26.38 x 29.52 in) 

Imaging area (H x W) A52: max. 650 x 525 mm (25.59 x 20.67 in)/A74: max. 650 x 750 mm (25.59 x 29.52 in)

Plate thickness  0.15 to 0.30 mm (6 to 12 mil)

Resolution 2,540 dpi

Accuracy/Register +/– 25 μm for a set of plates using the internal punching system
Repeatability +/– 5 μm with two consecutive imagings on the same plate

Productivity A52: up to 17 plates/hour for the 2-up format, depending on plate type
A74: up to 14 plates/hour for the 4-up format, depending on plate type

Internal punches  Up to 2 pairs of punches (optional) 

System connection Prinect MetaDimension 52i, Prinect MetaShooter, Prinect MetaDimension (direct connection possible)

Ambient conditions  Operating temperature: 17° to 30 °C (62.6° to 86°F), 30% to 70 % relative humidity

Options Auto Top Loader (ATL), extra cassette/conveyer/punch bar/punches/Debris Removal System/
A52 upgrade from 2-up to 4-up format

Compressed air supply External compressed air supply only necessary for Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation. 
Specification: Dry, oil-free air; min. 6 bar, max. 8 bar dynamically at entry to Suprasetter Automation;
permanent quantity of air of min. 150 liters/min. required; particle size max. 5 μm

Power supply Voltage: 200–240 V ±10 %; frequency  50/60 Hz, max. current 200 V: 6.0A; typical at plate imaging: < 3,5A;
Power Save: 1,5A; Stand-By: 0,4A

Power consumption < 1,2 kW; average at plate imaging: 700 W; Power Safe: 270 W; Stand-By: 6 W

Plate on Demand Requirements: Prinect MetaDimension Version V5.0 and later, Prinect CP2000 Center Version V41 and later,
Preset Link activation (connection to Prinect CP2000 Center)

Automatic plate handling Fully automatic plate feed with Auto Top Loader (ATL),
(optional) placed directly on the basic machine; incl. removal of slip sheets

Plate cassette for ATL Capacity max. 50/100 plates 0.3/0.15 mm (6/12 mil) 

Approvals/conformity GS, c ETL us, GOST/CE, FCC, CDRH, ACN

At Last You Can Benefit from all the Features of CtP. The new
Suprasetter A52/A74 platesetters remove the barriers to thermal
technology. Now you too can fully harness all the benefits of 
CtP in 2-up/4-up format.

Automation for maximum investment security. The new

automation principle boasts enormous performance

potential. The automation unit, the Auto Top Loader (ATL),

is mounted directly on the basic machine. This makes 

the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation the most compact

device in its class. Investment in automation also pays

rapid dividends as a Suprasetter A52/A74 functions largely

without an operator and offers reliable removal of slip

sheets. 

These units owe their sophisticated technology to the 

fact they are part of the Suprasetter family. A Suprasetter

A52/A74 offers everything you could expect from out-

standing CtP units – from the innovative thermal laser

unit and compact design with enormous flexibility for

expansion through to integration into the Prinect

workflow.

Take control of the future with CtP. Smaller printshops

and businesses are increasingly investing in in-house

computer-to-plate (CtP)-based production. The reasons

for this are as diverse as they are obvious. CtP offers

exceptional process reliability, daylight operation, 

and optimal imaging quality, thanks to FM and hybrid

screening options. Film copies are also a thing of the past.

Businesses are using CtP to strengthen their market

positions too. This technology is enabling them to gain

greater independence from suppliers and increase their

flexibility toward customers. At the same time, they are

raising reliability levels for their entire production

workflow. 

With the Suprasetter® A52/A74 series, Heidelberg® has

developed a new generation of units. It is attractive both

for newcomers to thermal platesetter technology and

seasoned CtP users looking to fully exploit the benefits 

of thermal plate production, including the small-format

sector.

The new Suprasetter A52/A74 also features a compact 
and space-saving design.
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Schematic diagram Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation

* Please check if processors or clean-out units can handle also small plate formats. 
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High depth of focus. Alongside the Intelligent Diode

System, high depth of focus ensures constant reliability

in production. Any unevenness in the plate is compen-

sated for by the Heidelberg laser system.

Internal punching system. The optionally integrated

punching system offers punching with maximum

register accuracy for printing presses from Heidelberg

and many presses from other suppliers. Two pairs of

punches are possible – 220 mm (8.66 in) and 425/550 mm

(16.73/21.65 in). Unpunched plates can also be processed.

Using the internal punching system makes a key contri-

bution to accelerating processes and minimizing waste.

Color values can be matched faster and errors, which are

a recurrent feature of manual punching, are eliminated. 

Enormous flexibility in plate formats. The new series offers

enormous flexibility in the plate formats processed,

enabling plates from 240 x 240 mm (9.45 x 9.45 in) up to

670 x 750 mm (26.38 x 29.52 in) to be imaged. A Suprasetter

also leaves all options open in selecting plates. You can

thus choose both conventional thermal plates and

chemical-free or processless thermal plates. This is made

possible by the variety of configurations supported by 

the new Suprasetter units. Plates can be output back to

the operator in the usual way, via the reverse side to 

the plate stacker, a connected online processor or, as is

necessary for production using chemical-free plates, 

to the washup unit.

So Much Performance in Such a Small Space. The Suprasetter
A52/A74 has the smallest footprint in its class and also offers untold
potential to boost your production.

Using an Auto Top Loader (ATL), the Suprasetter A52/A74 can be expanded
into a fully automatic machine quickly and easily.

High-tech for superb resolution. The Suprasetter A52/A74

platesetters use the same thermal laser technology as

larger Suprasetter devices. With an imaging resolution of

2,540 dpi, Prinect® screening processes enable ultra-fine

AM screens up to 160 l/cm. Prinect Stochastic Screening

can be used with the Suprasetter A52/A74 to image ultra-

fine details down to 20μm at all times.

Intelligent Diode System. The Intelligent Diode System

(IDS), a tried-and-tested feature of high-end devices,

ensures that operation can continue with no noticeable

drop in performance even if a diode fails due to wear and

tear. The IDS automatically looks to the left or right of

the failed diode to locate the largest possible grouping 

of active diodes, and then continues with these. This

virtually eliminates the risk of equipment failure and 

a resultant production stoppage.

Heidelberg laser technology. The laser technology in the

Suprasetter series has set new standards. And for Heidel-

berg the small-format sector is no exception. The laser

technology of the Suprasetter A52/A74 offers razor-sharp

dots, the very highest resolutions, and consistent, reliable

quality. Internet-based Remote Service: Interactive – Proactive –

Preventive. Heidelberg offers the multi-stage Remote

Service built around a secure, globally standardized

Internet platform. Interactive Remote Service enables 

the customer to link his system to Heidelberg’s experts.

This eliminates malfunctions and problems at an early

stage. Users also receive assistance and instructions

directly on the screen. Machine availability is maximized

through the use of planned service operations.

Heidelberg delivers the new Suprasetter A52/A74 with a

comprehensive Service Support Plan depending on

country and region. This plan includes all parts and laser

heads up to 5 years.

Impressive full automation. The manually operated

entry-level devices can be scaled up easily to fully

automatic machines. This has been made possible by

Heidelberg developing the uniquely practical and quick

to install Auto Top Loader (ATL) automation concept. 

This innovative attachment is simply mounted onto the

basic machine. The ATL is already pre-installed in the

Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation.

The cassettes integrated in ATL can hold up to 50 plates 

of 0.3 mm (0.012 in) thickness or up to 100 plates of 

0.15 mm (0.0059 in) thickness. They can be easily inserted

into the open ATL. 

Subsequent loading of individual plates is also extremely

easy as the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation platesetters

can operate with an open cassette, and individual plates

can simply be added. Only a few operations are required

for a changeover following production. Handling diffe-

rent formats and plate materials is also extremely simple.

All it takes is a change of plate cassette and production

can then be continued.

Slip sheets, which are removed automatically, are

collected in the collecting pocket and can be re-used 

or easily removed.

Manual input and output of
processless plates.

Automatic input of chemical-free plates with
removal of slip sheets; automatic transport 
via bridge to connected washup unit.

Automatic input of processless plates with
removal of slip sheets; automatic transport 
via bridge to connected plate stacker.

Manual plate input and output; 
manual plate input to offline processor.

Manual plate input; automatic transport via
bridge to connected online processor (OLP).

Automatic plate input with removal of slip sheets;
automatic transport via bridge to connected online
processor (OLP).

Cost-effective Direct Gateway to Full Automation. Ideal for anyone
looking for extremely economical production in 2-up and 4-up format
in minimal of space – the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation.

The ATL automation unit makes the Suprasetter A52/A74 compact 
and easy to use.

Straightforward Software Connection, Control, and Remote Service.
Suprasetter A52/A74 platesetters are easy to use and can be accessed
via Remote Service at any time. 

The compact entry-level RIPing-software for every

workflow. The special version of Prinect MetaDimension

is a streamline and versatile front-end solution of the 

2-up format. Basic functions, processing of Adobe®

PostScript® and PDF files, and impositioning of standard

folding layouts can be performed quickly and easily.

The example of impositioning shows just how user-

friendly this software tool is. Its Prinect Imposition

Editor, supplied as an Adobe Acrobat® plug-in, enables

simple creation of impositioning layouts. A complete 

job can be viewed as a WYSIWYG preview and changes

can be shown directly in a PDF. Other functions, such as

proofing and trapping, can be added as options. If 

greater integration capability and more functions are

needed,  investment in the latest generation of Prinect

MetaDimension is recommended.

The new Suprasetter units make a big impression in every configuration,
thanks to their simple and flexible plate handling.

Manual Semi-
automatic

Fully automatic 
(with ATL)

OLP

Bridge

Washup unit

Bridge

BridgeBridge
Processor
(offline) 

OLP

Configurations for conventional thermal plates

Configurations for chemical-free and processless thermal plates

1 2 3

Manual Fully automatic 
(with ATL)

Fully automatic 
(with ATL)
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stage. Users also receive assistance and instructions

directly on the screen. Machine availability is maximized

through the use of planned service operations.

Heidelberg delivers the new Suprasetter A52/A74 with a

comprehensive Service Support Plan depending on

country and region. This plan includes all parts and laser

heads up to 5 years.

Impressive full automation. The manually operated

entry-level devices can be scaled up easily to fully

automatic machines. This has been made possible by

Heidelberg developing the uniquely practical and quick

to install Auto Top Loader (ATL) automation concept. 

This innovative attachment is simply mounted onto the

basic machine. The ATL is already pre-installed in the

Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation.

The cassettes integrated in ATL can hold up to 50 plates 

of 0.3 mm (0.012 in) thickness or up to 100 plates of 

0.15 mm (0.0059 in) thickness. They can be easily inserted

into the open ATL. 

Subsequent loading of individual plates is also extremely

easy as the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation platesetters

can operate with an open cassette, and individual plates

can simply be added. Only a few operations are required

for a changeover following production. Handling diffe-

rent formats and plate materials is also extremely simple.

All it takes is a change of plate cassette and production

can then be continued.

Slip sheets, which are removed automatically, are

collected in the collecting pocket and can be re-used 

or easily removed.

Manual input and output of
processless plates.

Automatic input of chemical-free plates with
removal of slip sheets; automatic transport 
via bridge to connected washup unit.

Automatic input of processless plates with
removal of slip sheets; automatic transport 
via bridge to connected plate stacker.

Manual plate input and output; 
manual plate input to offline processor.

Manual plate input; automatic transport via
bridge to connected online processor (OLP).

Automatic plate input with removal of slip sheets;
automatic transport via bridge to connected online
processor (OLP).

Cost-effective Direct Gateway to Full Automation. Ideal for anyone
looking for extremely economical production in 2-up and 4-up format
in minimal of space – the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation.

The ATL automation unit makes the Suprasetter A52/A74 compact 
and easy to use.

Straightforward Software Connection, Control, and Remote Service.
Suprasetter A52/A74 platesetters are easy to use and can be accessed
via Remote Service at any time. 

The compact entry-level RIPing-software for every

workflow. The special version of Prinect MetaDimension

is a streamline and versatile front-end solution of the 

2-up format. Basic functions, processing of Adobe®

PostScript® and PDF files, and impositioning of standard

folding layouts can be performed quickly and easily.

The example of impositioning shows just how user-

friendly this software tool is. Its Prinect Imposition

Editor, supplied as an Adobe Acrobat® plug-in, enables

simple creation of impositioning layouts. A complete 

job can be viewed as a WYSIWYG preview and changes

can be shown directly in a PDF. Other functions, such as

proofing and trapping, can be added as options. If 

greater integration capability and more functions are

needed,  investment in the latest generation of Prinect

MetaDimension is recommended.

The new Suprasetter units make a big impression in every configuration,
thanks to their simple and flexible plate handling.
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Suprasetter A52/A74
Compact Platesetters for Cost-effective Gateway 
to Thermal Technology

Construction External drum platesetter for thermal printing plates

Plate handling Manual, semi-automatic, fully automatic 

Dimensions (W x D x H) A52/A74 Manual: 1.550 x 1.218 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 47.95 x 53.15 in)
A52/A74 Semi-automatic: 1.550 x 1.871 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 73.66 x 53.15 in)
A52/A74 Fully automatic: 1.550 x 2.371 x 1.350 mm (61.02 x 93.34 x 53.15 in)

Weight A52/A74: 800 kg (1,452 lbs), A52/A74 Automation 860 kg (1,760 lbs)

Plate type  Thermal aluminum printing plates with a sensitivity of 830 nm 

Plate format A52: A74:
Min. (H x W) 240 x 240 mm (9.45 x 9.45 in)* 240 x 240 mm (9.45 x 9.45 in)* 
Max. (H x W) 670 x 525 mm (26.38 x 20.67 in) 670 x 750 mm (26.38 x 29.52 in) 

Imaging area (H x W) A52: max. 650 x 525 mm (25.59 x 20.67 in)/A74: max. 650 x 750 mm (25.59 x 29.52 in)

Plate thickness  0.15 to 0.30 mm (6 to 12 mil)

Resolution 2,540 dpi

Accuracy/Register +/– 25 μm for a set of plates using the internal punching system
Repeatability +/– 5 μm with two consecutive imagings on the same plate

Productivity A52: up to 17 plates/hour for the 2-up format, depending on plate type
A74: up to 14 plates/hour for the 4-up format, depending on plate type

Internal punches  Up to 2 pairs of punches (optional) 

System connection Prinect MetaDimension 52i, Prinect MetaShooter, Prinect MetaDimension (direct connection possible)

Ambient conditions  Operating temperature: 17° to 30 °C (62.6° to 86°F), 30% to 70 % relative humidity

Options Auto Top Loader (ATL), extra cassette/conveyer/punch bar/punches/Debris Removal System/
A52 upgrade from 2-up to 4-up format

Compressed air supply External compressed air supply only necessary for Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation. 
Specification: Dry, oil-free air; min. 6 bar, max. 8 bar dynamically at entry to Suprasetter Automation;
permanent quantity of air of min. 150 liters/min. required; particle size max. 5 μm

Power supply Voltage: 200–240 V ±10 %; frequency  50/60 Hz, max. current 200 V: 6.0A; typical at plate imaging: < 3,5A;
Power Save: 1,5A; Stand-By: 0,4A

Power consumption < 1,2 kW; average at plate imaging: 700 W; Power Safe: 270 W; Stand-By: 6 W

Plate on Demand Requirements: Prinect MetaDimension Version V5.0 and later, Prinect CP2000 Center Version V41 and later,
Preset Link activation (connection to Prinect CP2000 Center)

Automatic plate handling Fully automatic plate feed with Auto Top Loader (ATL),
(optional) placed directly on the basic machine; incl. removal of slip sheets

Plate cassette for ATL Capacity max. 50/100 plates 0.3/0.15 mm (6/12 mil) 

Approvals/conformity GS, c ETL us, GOST/CE, FCC, CDRH, ACN

At Last You Can Benefit from all the Features of CtP. The new
Suprasetter A52/A74 platesetters remove the barriers to thermal
technology. Now you too can fully harness all the benefits of 
CtP in 2-up/4-up format.

Automation for maximum investment security. The new

automation principle boasts enormous performance

potential. The automation unit, the Auto Top Loader (ATL),

is mounted directly on the basic machine. This makes 

the Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation the most compact

device in its class. Investment in automation also pays

rapid dividends as a Suprasetter A52/A74 functions largely

without an operator and offers reliable removal of slip

sheets. 

These units owe their sophisticated technology to the 

fact they are part of the Suprasetter family. A Suprasetter

A52/A74 offers everything you could expect from out-

standing CtP units – from the innovative thermal laser

unit and compact design with enormous flexibility for

expansion through to integration into the Prinect

workflow.

Take control of the future with CtP. Smaller printshops

and businesses are increasingly investing in in-house

computer-to-plate (CtP)-based production. The reasons

for this are as diverse as they are obvious. CtP offers

exceptional process reliability, daylight operation, 

and optimal imaging quality, thanks to FM and hybrid

screening options. Film copies are also a thing of the past.

Businesses are using CtP to strengthen their market

positions too. This technology is enabling them to gain

greater independence from suppliers and increase their

flexibility toward customers. At the same time, they are

raising reliability levels for their entire production

workflow. 

With the Suprasetter® A52/A74 series, Heidelberg® has

developed a new generation of units. It is attractive both

for newcomers to thermal platesetter technology and

seasoned CtP users looking to fully exploit the benefits 

of thermal plate production, including the small-format

sector.

The new Suprasetter A52/A74 also features a compact 
and space-saving design.

1

6 7 8 109

2 3 4 5

1 Plate tray 

2 Cover 

3 Paper shaft 

4 Plate/Paper separation system 

5 Conveyer bridge

6 Paper pocket 

7 Punching system 

8 Laser system 

9 Plate cylinder 

10 Swivel table 

Schematic diagram Suprasetter A52/A74 Automation

* Please check if processors or clean-out units can handle also small plate formats. 
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